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Performance Tasks

MS Excel 2010 Scenario: Scenario 1

TaskName Task ID Task Instruction

1.   Format worksheet tabs EX2173

2.   Reorder worksheets EX2179

3.   Enter numbers with format symbols EX2170

4.   Move cell contents EX2234

5.   Use absolute cell references EX2184

6.   Select non-adjacent cells EX2183

7.   Zoom in on a worksheet EX2295

8.   Copy cell contents EX2164

9.   Use the Format Painter EX2185

10.   Italicize text EX2177

11.   Rotate text EX2182

12.   Indent cell contents EX2392

13.   Insert a cell EX2233

14.   Insert rows EX2176

15.   Delete cells EX2036

16.   Fill a range of cells with a series EX2172

17.   Create a 3-D pie chart EX2165

Format the tab of the current worksheet to be
yellow.

Move the current sheet named "CHART2" so it appears in front of the sheet named
"SALES".

Enter 18.75% into cell C8. Press ENTER when
done.

Move the contents of the selected cell to cell J13.
(Do NOT cut, copy, or paste.)

Specify that the formula in the edit line will always multiply by cell A4 even if pasted
into another cell. Press ENTER when done.

Select cell E9 without deselecting the currently
selected cell.

Display the worksheet on the screen at 100%
magnification.

Copy the contents of the selected cells so that they are saved to the clipboard and
can be pasted elsewhere in the workbook.

Copy the formatting of the selected cell and apply
the formatting to cell A13.

Italicize the text in the selected cells.

Rotate the text in the selected cells 45 degrees
counterclockwise.

Indent the contents of the selected cells to the first
indent position.

Insert a cell at the selected location. Shift the remaining cells Down. (Do NOT use
CONTROL-= or CONTROL-+.)

Insert two rows above the currently selected rows. (Do NOT use CONTROL-= or
CONTROL-+.)

Permanently remove the selected cells from the workbook and shift the remaining
cells up. (Do NOT use CONTROL-- or CONTROL-
NUMPAD--.)

Automatically fill cells A3 through A13 with the names of the successive months of
the year. (Do NOT type the months in the cells.)

Create a 3-D pie chart (NOT an exploded 3-D pie
chart) based on the selected data.
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18.   Create a sparkline for a range of numeric
cells EX2296

19.   Apply a sparkline style EX2297

20.   Create a formula using the IF function EX2166

21.   Create a formula using the NOW function EX2167

22.   Create a custom list EX2826

23.   Use Goal Seek EX2388

24.   Freeze rows and columns EX2174

25.   Split the Excel window into panes EX2888

26.   Format a chart element EX2387

27.   Explode a 3-D pie chart EX2171

28.   Format a chart data series EX2855

29.   Insert a chart title EX2175

30.   Add data labels EX2163

31.   Modify chart data labels EX2415

32.   Rotate and tilt a 3-D pie chart EX2181

Create a linetype sparkline in the selected cell
using data from cells B13 - D13.

Change the selected Sparkline to Sparkline Style
Accent 3, Darker 50%.

Use the worksheet function to fill the selected cell with "Y" if cell B4 is greater than
cell B3 and "N" if cell B4 is less than cell B3. Do
NOT use spaces in the Formula.

Use the worksheet function to insert the current
Date and Time in the selected cell.

Create a custom list to sort the Status column by the ordered entries
"PROCESSING", "BACKORDER", and
"COMPLETE". Click OK when done.

Automatically vary the contents of cell B6 so that the value of the contents of cell
B10 equals 20,000.

Freeze the cells above the split line so titles in those cells appear on the screen
even when scrolling down in the worksheet.

Split the Excel window into 2 panes at cell A11.

Change the color of the selected slice of the pie
chart to the Standard color Yellow.

Explode the Green portion of this chart by 20%.

Apply the 3D Surface Material format Wireframe to the selected data series. Click
Close button when done.

Insert the title "CHART1" in the "Centered Overlay Title" format in the current chart.
Press ENTER when done.

Insert data labels to this chart using the "Inside
End" format.

Specify that data labels will appear centered over
data points in the chart.

Rotate the selected chart 20 degrees along the X-axis. Maintain the current Y axis
rotation. (Do NOT use ALT-F4.)


